
September Block of the Month
Moda Marble Pinwheels

The flrst block of the month this year is something that we think will appeal
to everyone! So, get out your sewing machine, and prepare to SEW! The
more the merrier!

Fabric requirement:
White-on-white
Any color Moda Marble fabric

Block: Pinwheel

Unfinished size: 6.5 inches, with a finished size of 6 inches

Directions:
1) For each block youmake, cut two 3 718" by 3 7/8" squares of

white fabric and two 3 718" by 3 718" squares of the Moda Marble
fabric.

2) Cut each square into two, across the diagonal.
3) Sew togettrer a white and marble triangle down the diagonal to

make a square. Do this four times so that you have four squares.
4) Join the four completed squares together in the traditional

Pinwheel block.

Example of block lay-out:



OCTOBER
BLOCK OF THE MONTH

This is the first of a series of four blocks we are planning to do this
year with a sewing theme. If you make each of the blocks, you *itt be able to
make a small wall hanging at the end of the year.

Fabric requirements:
solid black for the spools - Blo"t, ?"i^t
beige print for the sides
your coior choice for the thread on the spooi

To make the block, trace the templates below adding l/4-. sew A to
the two opposites of B, then to the two remaining sides - mitering the AA
sides. After you are done, embellish the spool with a small button. The
block will be 4 inches finished.

P.S. If there are alot of blocks, we will split them and there will be more rhan
one winner.



November Block of the Month
O5CITURN DASH"

Fabric requirement:
Dark floral print for Churn Dash
White on White for background

Unfinished size: 9 yz" square to make a 9" finished block

I)irections:
From the dark {Ioral print CUT:
2 ea 3 7/8" squares. Then cut each square in half on the
diagonal to make 4 ea triangles

2 ea 4" x3 Yz" rectangles
Then cut each rectangle in half lengthwise to make 4 ea

rectangles 3 Yz" x2"

From the white on white fabric CUT:
2 ea 3 7/8" squares. Then cut each square in half on the
diagonal to make 4 ea triangles

1 ea 3 Yz" square

2 ea 4" x3 L/2" rectangles. Then cut each rectangle in half
lengthwise to make 4 ea rectangles 3 r/r" x2".

Sew a while on white trialgle to each drk flqrpl triangle to make 4 each3 t/z'

squares

Sew a whiJe on white rectangle to each dark floral rectangle to make 4 each
3 Yz" squzlres

Assemble rows and sew together as shown in diagram



I)ecember Block of the Month
Tomato Pincushion

This is the most complicated block ofthe year, and I hope you are up to the challenge. It
really isn't as diffrcult as it looks! Tomato Pincushion is the second in a four-part sewing
theme block of the month. This block can be paper pieced using the diagram on the back
of these directions, or it can be pieced using templates, also made from the diagrarn

The block will measure 8 ll2 inches unfinished, for an eight inch finished square.

Fabric Needed: Beige print for background
Red solid or red small print for tomato
Dark green for leaflstem

Cutting Instructions:
1. Using freezer paper, make templates for A, B,C,D,E,F,G, and H adding % inch seam

allowance on all sides.
2. Background Fabric: iron freezer paper templates A B, D, F and H to background

fabric and cut out pieces. Make 2 ofH, and 5 of D.
3. From Red Fabric: Using Template G cut 2 pieces, I G and I G reversed.
4. From Green Fabric: Using Templates C, D, and E cut I piece C, I piece E, and2

pieces D.

Piecing instructions
1. Using 2 Background D pieces, one Green D piece, and the G piece, make piece

DDDG.
2. Using 2 Background D pieces, one Green D piece, and the G reversed piece, make

DDDGT.
3. Using Background H pieces, add to DDDG and DDDGrto make DDDGH and

DDDGTH units.
4. Using Background B and Green C make BC unit and Sew to top of DDDGH.
5. Using Background D, Green E, and Background F make DEF unit and sew to top of

DDDGTH.
6. Sew the two halves of the tomato together.
7. Using Background A sew to top of tomato.

Your block is now complete!!
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JANUARY BLOCK OF THE MONTH

This month's block of the month is a 12" traditional
two-color Ohio Star in blue and white.

The fabric requirements are a white on white print for the
background and a blue print for the star. (Please no baby blue.)

Cut 4
Cut I

4 ll2" squares of the white
4 ll2" square of the blue

For the triangles cut two 5 tl4" squares of each fabric. Cut
each 5 ll4" square in half on the diagonal then cut each triangle in
half on the diagonal again. This will result in 8 white triangles
and 8 blue triangles.

Piece the triangles and squares together as shown on the
diagram below. Have fun!
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Directions:

1.

2.

February Block of the Month
6'Double X"

Fabric requirement:

Red Print
White or White on White

Unfinished size: 9 t/2* square to make a 9" finished block

From the red print CUT: 3 ea 3 7/8" squares

From the white CUT:
3 ea3 7/8" squares.

Then cut each square in half on the diagonal to make

6 each red print triangles and 6 each white hiangles

Sew a red print triangle to each white triangle to make 6 each

%"squares

From the white CUT: 3 each 3 r/2" squares

Assemble rows and sew together as shown in diagram

XOXO HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY XOXO

-lJ.

4.

5.



Nlarch Block of the Month
Button Jar

This block of the month is the third of the sewing wail hanging series so

make one for the goup and one for yourseifl

Fabric requirement:
Beige/muslin for the backgror:nd
Light fabric for the inside of the jar
Bnght (striped) fabric for the jar lid

Directions:
l) Sew striped D to beige D
2) Add beige E to either side of the DD unit
3) Add bei_ee B pieces to each corner of C, then add beige A pieces to

either side
4) Jorn the .\BC section to the DE section
5 ) Ser,v small buttons in the jar
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Block- of the Month
Pastel Baskets

Fabric recuirement:-- - --l*-- ---'

White or w. hite-on-white fbr the backgror:nd
A pretty pastel of your choice for the basket

Directions:

1) Cut 8 scuares 2 Llz x2 ll2ns out of the white fabric'.t

2) Cut 2 squares 2llzx2llZns out ofthe pastel fabric
3) For the triangies, cut 3 squares 2 718 x 2 7,8 out of both iaorics
then cut each square on the diagonal to make the triangles.
.4\ Tnin q naofol friancrla +n a r:rhifp fria*rrrlp f-.r grtat-a a 1 1/?irr- enrr4rpa) J\trlL cr y(4Jrwr urgrSrv rv u YyrrlLw ururSrv rv rrrG\v s L Lt Lilr sYuqw
(\ l\ if^I-^..- +L^ Ll^^1-:.^ -^,-,^J/ lvrcrll|.tr uP urtr uluv[ ur luwD
6) Look at block below for lay out

Block size:

LTnfinished size should be 8 1/2rns



Block of the Month

June 2001

*Four Patch Variation"

Block size: 8" finished, (8 '/r" unfinished)

Fabric requirements:

Medium blue print
Medium yellow print
White solid or white on white

Try to choose a medium blue and a medium yellow like the French Country
style print fabrics

CLIT: 2ea 4 %" squares from white fabric
4ea 2 Yz" sqtanes from blue print fabric
4ea 2 %" squares from yellow print fabric

Assemble block as shown in diagram
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